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Election Day
Important Numbers to Know
Resource

Voter Registration
6:30AM until final vote cast

Voting Machine
Warehouse

Contact Info

(215) 348-6153
(215) 348-6165 Questions on voter registration,
(215) 348-6166 poll books, provisional ballots,
(215) 348-6167 voter verification, or party on
(215) 348-6169
registrations.
(215) 348-6171

(267) 880-5300

5:30AM until approx. 9PM

Voter Services

(267) 880-5060
(215) 348-6161

Board of Elections
6:30AM until approx. 9PM

Poll Worker Hotline
6:30AM to 8:30PM

When to use

Questions on voting machines,
equipment, or location related
issues.

Questions on ballots and
processes.
Absentee/Mail-in Ballot
Questions

(215) 348-6887

Questions on paperwork and
poll worker needs. Report
staffing vacancies and request
assistance.
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CountyofBucks
BOARD OF ELECTIONS and REGISTRATION COMMISSION
Administration Building, 55 East Court Street, Doylestown, PA 18901
Elections - (215) 348-6154 - Registration - (215) 348-6154

To:

Bucks County Election Officials:

On behalf of the Bucks County Board of Elections, we would like to thank you for choosing to
serve as an Election Official for the County of Bucks. As you well know, conducting honest
and fair elections is a cornerstone in Bucks County voting, and we always look forward to
working with our officials.

If you are a first time official, we welcome you. If you are one of our faithful officials from
past elections, we want you to know that your dedicated service is appreciated.

It is the Election Official’s responsibility to see that every qualified voter has the opportunity
to cast a ballot for their candidate. Election Day is a long day that demands considerable
effort on your part to conduct a successful election with 100% accuracy.

Please keep in mind that you have the Board of Elections’ full cooperation so that Bucks
County is assured of and fair and successful election.

Thank you,
Your Bucks County Board of Elections

Introduction
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Emergency Procedures
Call 9-1-1 if any emergency occurs at the polling place that requires police, fire,
or medical response. Be prepared to provide the dispatcher with the following
information, in the following order:
•

Physical address of the polling place

•

Municipality (city/borough/township) in which the polling place is
located

•

Phone number where you can be reached in case the call is
disconnected

•

Nature of the emergency

If the polling place needs to be evacuated, you should only take election
equipment and supplies with you if time and circumstances permit. Human
lives are more important than property.
After contacting 9-1-1, contact The Board of Elections using the numbers on the
inside cover of the manual to explain what has occurred. The Board of Elections
can mobilize additional personnel and resources to help you.

When to Contact The Board of Elections

215-348-6154
•

Any situation involving emergency services (police/fire/ambulance).

•

Power outage.

•

Problems with voting equipment or supplies.

•

A voter’s name does not appear in the e-poll book.

•

Any other questions or problems.

Election Basics
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Emergency Procedures cont.
What if there is a
power failure at the
polling location?

How long will the
Clear Cast Scanner
operate on battery
power?

What if the power is
out for over four (4)
hours and the Clear
Cast Scanner runs out
of battery power?

The Clear Cast Scanners will automatically switch
over to battery power. There will be a battery
symbol on the face of the scanner indicating how
much battery is left. If the power is restored at
any time during the day, the machine will
automatically revert back to its electrical supply.

The Clear Cast Scanner should be able to run for
four (4) hours on battery power.

There is a backup battery available in the cage.
The red “emergency ballot bag” can be used if
power is out for an extended period of time.

RED EMERGENCY BAG PROCEDURE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Registered voter signs the e-poll book
Voter’s name is recorded on the Numbered List of Voters
Judge of Elections provides the voter with paper ballot
Voter is directed to a private area
Voter places completed ballot in red emergency ballot bag.
When all votes are cast, fill out the Emergency Bag Form
located on top of the red emergency bag.
7. Emergency Ballot bag is returned with supplies and ballots
are canvassed by the Board of Elections.

Election Basics
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Mobile Device Policy

•

Mobile phones and similar devices may be carried and used inside the polling place on Election Day,
but their use cannot delay or distract from the orderly process of voting. The Judge of Elections may
ask a voter, Watcher, or election worker to cease use of a mobile device if such use causes delay or distraction.

•

Federal courts have ruled that voters have a First Amendment right to take a “selfie” photograph inside
a polling place, but all other photographs or recordings inside a polling place are prohibited.

General Use

Phone Calls

Photo/Video

Voter

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Prohibited except for a
“selfie” while a voter
casts his or her ballot.
Cannot
delay
or
distract
from
the
voting process. Voter
must leave the polling
place after casting his
or her ballot.

Watcher

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Prohibited.

Election
Worker

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Permitted, but only if
the use does not delay
or distract from the
voting process and
occurs away from the
voting equipment.

Prohibited.

Election Basics
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Poll Worker Recruitment
Qualifications for Poll Workers
•

Registered voter within their voting
district in Bucks County.
• Cannot have recently held, or currently
hold, any office, appointment, or
employment in any other U.S. government
entity.
• Cannot be on the ballot for any civil office
during a primary/election in which they
are actively serving as an election official.
- Election Officials and Committee
Offices are not considered civil offices.

Student Participation
Polling locations can have up to two students
per voting district serving as election officials.
Students must meet the following requirements:
•
•
•

•

•

Must be at least 17 years of age.
U.S. Citizen and resident of Bucks County.
Must be enrolled in a secondary educational
institution and in good academic standing.
Receive approval from school’s director
and from their parent/guardian.
Can only be assigned to the roles of clerk/machine
inspector.

For information on how to recruit students for
poll-working, please contact (215) 348-6887.
5
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Election Official Duties
Judge of Elections (can be elected – 4-Year Term):
• Overseer of the polling place.
• Responsible for bringing election supplies and getting the location up and
running for the start of voting.
• Assigns duties to other election official staff.
• Handles any issues with assistance from Deputy Constable, if needed.
• Responsible for facilitating the vote tally after the close of polls.
• Responsible for returning election supplies to the County following close of
polls.
Majority/Minority Inspector of Elections (can be elected – 4-Year Term):
• Responsible for operating electronic poll books, including voter check-in and
any required forms indicated by warning flags.
• Transfer voter’s name onto the numbered list of voters.
• Ensures the voter receives correct ballot according to their party affiliation
during primary elections.
Machine Inspectors (Appointed Position):
• Shows voters to the table where they can mark their ballot.
• Ensures they have access to privacy when marking ballot.
• Instructs voters how to cast their ballot through the scanner.

Clerks (Appointed Position by Minority Inspector)
• Assists the Majority/Minority Inspectors with poll book procedure and other
duties as assigned.
If a poll worker is missing on Election Day, contact the
Board of Elections at (215)348-6887.

Election Basics
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Responsibilities of a Constable
The Constable is assigned to a particular voting place for the day. The Constable
must remain independent or neutral on Election Day. He or she is to cooperate
with the Judge of Elections and be polite and respectful at all times to voters,
election workers, and any other individuals. The Constable is not to carry a firearm
(unless certified under Act 49 of 2009), or wear any political attire or accessories.
Duties include:
1. Arrive at the poll by 6:30 a.m. and remain there until the last elector votes.
2. Keep peace at the poll.
3. Make sure there is a clear pathway for voters to enter and exit the poll.
4. Make sure all people are 10 feet from the entrance to the polling room unless
they are in the process of voting or are legally authorized.
5. Close the poll at 8:00 p.m.
6. The Constable must remain on duty until the last person votes and after the
Judge of Elections has finished.
7. He or she must work a full day in order for the Board of Elections to issue a
paycheck.
Closing of Polls:
8. At 8:00 p.m., the Constable is required to stand at the end of the line, watch the
line, and turn away any voter who arrives after 8:00 p.m.
9. Everyone in line by 8:00 p.m. must vote.
10. After 8:00 p.m., the only authorized individuals in the poll are the Election
Officials, voters in line by 8:00 p.m. still waiting to vote, and anyone with a
Watcher’s Certificate. No reporters, representatives from a candidate’s
campaign, or candidates are to be there (unless he or she has a Watcher’s
Certificate).
If there are any questions on who is “authorized” to be at a polling place,
please call the Board of Elections at 215-348-6887.

Election Basics
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Preparing for Election Day
For Judges, Majority and Minority Inspectors, and Machine Inspectors:

Attend a training class
to understand the
voting procedures
on Election Day!

For the Judge of Elections:
1) Contact your polling location to
confirm they will be open at 6:00AM
on Election Day.
2) Visit your polling location roughly
one week prior to the election to
verify your machine numbers.
- The Board of Elections will issue a
letter containing the machine
numbers to you.
3) Coordinate receipt of election
supplies the weekend prior to
Election Day.
- 1 Supply Box
- 1 Provisional Bag
- 1 Electronic Poll Book Case

Election Basics
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Supply Box Contents
#1 – Supply Box
#2 – “Thank You for Voting”
sign to be hung at the
scanner
#1

#3 – Name Tags

#3 & #4
#5

#4 – Payroll Sheet x2
#5 – Tape/Glue

#2

#6

#6 – Orange Pouch with
passwords/keys

#8
#9

#7

#7 – Voter Registration
Applications
#8 – Declaration to Surrender
Absentee/Mail-in Form

#10

#9 – Marriage Affidavits,
Cancellation Notice,
Deceased Notice

#11

#10 – Certificate of Votes Cast
#11 – Phone Numbers
#12

#12 – Election Manual

#13

#13 – Election Official
Information Card

Opening the Polls
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Supply Box Contents
#14 – Affidavit of Voter
Identification

#15

#15 – Election Officer Oath

#14

#16 – Canvass Sheets
#17 – Sample Ballots
#18 – District Maps
#19 – Poll Worker Sign-up
#20 – Numbered List of
Voters
#18
#17

#16

#19
#20

Opening the Polls
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Supply Box Contents
#21 – Title III Complaint
#23

#21

#22 – Provisional

#22

Instructions
#26
#25

#24

#23 – Affirmation of
Elector
#24 – Declaration of
Assistance Forms
#25 – Record of
Assisted Voters
#26 – Challenge Form

#27

#8

THESE ITEMS
MUST BE RETURNED:

#27 – ‘C’ Envelope
#28

#28 – ‘I’ Envelope
#29 – Spoiled Ballot
Envelope

#30

#30 – Envelope D

Opening the Polls
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Supply Box Contents
#31 – Instructions,
reminders, envelope
content list
#32 – ‘B’ Envelope

**Goes to Minority**
Inspector for 1 year
#33 – Postings Envelope
#31

o Display in polling
place

#32

#33

Opening the Polls
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Provisional Bag Contents
#1

#1 – Provisional Bag
#2 – Outer Provisional
Envelope
#3 – Provisional Receipt
- Sticker goes on
outer envelope;
voter keeps the
other piece.

#4 – Secrecy Envelope
- Ballots will NOT count
if not enclosed in this
envelope.

#5 – “I Voted” Stickers
#6 – Name Slips
- Can be used to
help voter check-in.

#3

#7 – Provisional Stamp

#2

#4

#7
#5

- If you run out of
provisional
ballots, you can
use an election
day ballot and
stamp it to say
“Provisional.”

#6

Not Pictured: Green Materials Envelope, White Return
Envelope, Green Reconciliation Form, Supplemental Poll Book
Pages (if any) and Absentee/Mail-in Listing.
13
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Cage Contents

#1

#4

#2
#3

#5

#6

#1 – Ballot Bags
#2 – Clear Cast Scanners
#3 – Blank Ballots
#4 – Privacy Screens
#5 – Tables
#6 – Clear Access ADA
Machine
Legally MUST be set up.

Not Pictured:
• Red Emergency Bag
- Used only when
scanners are
completely down.
• Scissors
• Flag/Flag Stand
• Calculators
• Ballot Privacy Folders
• Hand Cart for Transport
Opening the Polls
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Polling Place Layout Example
General Layout and Preparations
• Not every polling place will have the same layout. When setting up your location,
please be mindful of voter privacy and promote an orderly flow through the steps of
voting.

Opening the Polls
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Opening the Polls
Checklist
•

Set up the ClearBallot scanners and ClearAccess
machine using the key and passwords found in
your orange pouch.

•

Arrange private voting areas.
- Arrange tables.
- Set up privacy partitions.

•

Hang up “Postings.”

•

Arrange Voter Check-In Station.
- Power up E-Poll Books.
- Set up Numbered List of Voters Tablet.
- Lay out pens and other materials.

•

Hand out Name Tags to Election Officials.

•

Administer and Sign Election Officer Oaths.
- Place in Envelopes G & H.

•

Complete Payroll Sheets (Doublecheck at the
close of the polls).

- Place in Envelopes B & D.
•

Walkthrough new procedures with election officials.

•

Answer any questions election officials may have.

Have polls ready to be opened by 7:00AM.
If you are having trouble, please call the Board of
Elections at 215-348-6154.
16
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OPENING THE POLLS
STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

Unzip and open the top of the ballot
Three black cases will be delivered bag. Pull upward from the sides and
to your polling location that are zip push the metal bars inside outward.
tied shut. The smaller two cases
contains the ClearCast Ballot
Scanners. Remove these two cases
from your cart.

Install the divider at the marked line.
This will allow ballots to stack
neatly in the bag.
Confirm that the ballot path
zipper is OPEN.
Zip, close and seal the top of the
Cut the seal of the smaller
ballot bag with a white
ClearCast Ballot Scanner case, lift
OPEN POLLS seal.
the scanner and place it on a table.

STEP THREE:
Attach the ballot bag by sliding its
two metal plates down into the two
channels on the back of the voting
machine. This is done easiest from
the front of the machine. Secure
the top metal clip onto the
corresponding bracket.

Secure the ballot bag by attaching
provided zip ties. There should be
one on each side.

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

STEP SIX:

Lift the lid/screen on the top of the
scanner.

Tap “LOGIN” on the ClearCast
screen. Select Poll worker role.

Tap “OPEN POLLS” on the screen.

PLUG THE POWER CORD
INTO THE POWER OUTLET
OR EXTENSION CORD.
LISTEN FOR A SINGLE
“BEEP”.
ClearCast will automatically print
a “POWER ON REPORT” within
a minute of powering on. Do not
remove yet.

Enter your password on the screen
and tap “SUBMIT.” Password is
in orange pouch.
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STEP SEVEN:

STEP EIGHT:

The “Zero Totals Tape” will
automatically print from the side
compartment of the ClearCast
scanner when the polls are open.

Tap the “START VOTING”
button to begin voting.
Confirm the election and date at
top of screen is correct.
Voting can begin at the scheduled
poll opening time.

The battery charge and the public
counter (number of ballots tabulated)
are always displayed on the ClearCast
screen.

Confirm the name of your precinct
and that zero votes are displayed
for each candidate. Remove and
sign the Open/Zero report. Store
the signed tape in your C
Envelope.

STEP TWO:
Lift the lid/screen on the top of the
scanner.

A voted ballot can be inserted into
ClearCast in any direction.
Repeat these steps to open the
polls on your second scanner.
BOTH SCANNERS MUST BE
OPENED AND REMAIN OPEN
UNTIL THE CLOSE OF
POLLS
When a voted ballot is tabulated, a
confirmation to the voter is
displayed.

PLUG THE POWER CORD
INTO THE POWER OUTLET
OR EXTENSION CORD.
LISTEN FOR A SINGLE
“BEEP”.
ClearCast will automatically print
a “POWER ON REPORT” within
a minute of powering on.

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING SET-UP CALL 267-880-5300
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OPENING THE POLLS
STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

Cut seals to open case. Remove
the touchscreen and printer to set
up on table.

The keypad, headphone cord,
printer cable and power cord are
attached to the touchscreen.

PLUG THE TOUCHCSCREEN
POWER CORD INTO THE
POWER OUTLET OR
EXTENSTION CORD.

STEP THREE:
If not already filled, completely
remove the printer paper tray to load
provided ballot paper. If necessary,
extend the blue extender on the end of
tray to fit the longer ballot paper.
Press and pull blue tab to extend.
(If ballot size is bigger than 8.5"x11"
then tray will not be prefilled.)

Return the paper tray to the printer.
PLUG THE PRINTER POWER
CORD INTO THE POWER
OUTLET OR EXTENSTION
CORD.

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

STEP SIX:

Close the printer tray door.

Turn on the touchscreen pressing
the power button on upper right
side.

Enter the password provided in orange
pouch and tap “OK” in the upper
right corner.

CHECK THAT THE PRINTER
CABLE FROM THE
TOUCHSCREEN IS
CONNECTED THE BACK OF
THE PRINTER.
HOLD THE BUTTON ON THE
FRONT OF THE PRINTER TO
TURN THE PRINTER ON.

Swipe your finger from the bottom
to the top of the screen and enter
the PASSWORD provided in
orange pouch.
19

STEP SEVEN:
Tap “OPEN POLLS” once.
Tap “PRINT” once to print
polling place report. Confirm 0
sessions and place in C
envelope.
Tap “OK” complete the poll
opening process.

To begin the voting session,
accompany the voter to the
ClearAccess unit and use the
provided password in orange pouch
to unlock voting machine and tap
“VOTE”
BE SURE SELECT ROLE IS
“VOTER”
(This must be done for each voter.)

Select the ballot from the menu on
the left side of the page.
For primary elections you'll also
need to choose the voter's party.

Tap the “VOTE” button to begin the
voting session.
Machine is now ready for voting

Assist the voter with set up using
the headphones and accessible
keypad if necessary.

The voter can use the touchscreen or
the keypad and headphones to vote.

The voter will use ClearAccess to
make their ballot selections and
print the marked ballot.

THE VOTED BALLOT MUST
BE SCANNED BY THE
CLEARCAST SCANNER TO
COMPLETE THE VOTING
PROCESS!

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING SET-UP CALL 267-880-5300
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Opening the Polls
Completing Certificate #1
Once the scanner is plugged in:
• The scanner will automatically print the Power On report and Zero Report.
• When you open the polls, your Polls Open report will print.
- Keep all reports intact until the Polls Open report prints, then cut them
from the machine.
• Record the Protective Counter Number from the Polls Open report onto
Certificate #1 on the canvass sheets.
- Protective Counter Number: Lifetime votes cast on a ClearBallot Scanner.
- Similar to your car’s odometer
- Public Counter Number: Total number of votes cast on Election Day.
- Similar to your car’s trip meter
- This should be ZERO when you open the polls!
Repeat this process for each machine tape.
Election officials will sign the bottom once Certificate #1 is completed.

Opening the Polls
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Basic Voting Procedure
See the back section of
this manual for detailed
instructions on the
KNOWiNK Electronic Poll
Books.

1. Using the e-pollbook, type in the first three letters of the voter’s last name and
first name. Press “Search.”
2. Confirm with the voter you have the correct record in the e-pollbook. Click
“Verify” to continue.
3. Announce the voter’s name in the polling location.
4. Based on the instructional banners (if any) shown on the e-pollbook’s screen,
give the voter the appropriate form to complete (i.e. Affirmation of the
Elector, Marriage/Name Change Affidavit).
5. Once completed, have the voter sign the e-pollbook.
6. Record the voter’s name in the Numbered List of Voters.
7. Initial the e-pollbook and give the voter their paper ballot (Check to ensure the
voter is receiving the correct party).
8. The machine inspector will then direct the voter to voting area.

Working with Voters
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Managing Voting Machines
Machine Inspectors are responsible for guiding voters through the operation of the
voting machine while maintaining privacy for those who are marking their ballot.

Machine Inspectors should use the
following procedure:

1. After the voter checks in and
receives their paper ballot, show
them to the privacy area for
voting.
2. Make sure the voter has a privacy
folder.
3. Remind the voter to check both
sides of the ballot.
4. When they are finished, direct the
voter to insert the ballot into a
scanner.
5. Make sure no voter leaves
without putting their ballot
through the scanner.

If a voter leaves the polling site without voting or completing their ballot,
notify the Judge of Elections and see the Fleeing Voter Procedure.

Working with Voters
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
Quick Guide

Prompt

What it Means

The voter has applied for an
Absentee/Mail-in Received absentee or mail-in ballot and the
county has received it.

What To Do
The voter has voted. The voter
cannot vote on the machine.
Have the voter surrender their ballot
and declaration envelope, or process
the voter provisionally.

Absentee/Mail-in Sent

The voter has applied for an
absentee or mail-in ballot.

ID Required

The voter must show ID to continue.
The voter is voting for the first time,
If the voter does not have ID, process
or the first time in that precinct.
the voter provisionally.

Inactive

The voter is inactive.

Give the voter an affirmation to fill
out. Return the affirmation to the
Board of Elections.

Voted

The voter has already successfully
signed in on the poll book.

The voter is done. If the voter made
a mistake and has not put the ballot
through the scanner, spoil the ballot
and issue a new one.

Wrong Location

The voter is at the wrong precinct.

Select the voter to see their correct
location, or process the voter
provisionally.

Working with Voters
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First-Time Voters
After verifying the voter’s record, the following banner would appear if
the individual is a first-time voter:

The voter must then provide a valid form of ID, such as:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Photo ID:
Driver’s License
Department of Transportation
ID
Commonwealth ID
U.S. Government ID
U.S. Passport
Student/Employee ID
Military ID

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Non-Photo ID:
Voter Registration Card
Commonwealth/U.S. Government Agency
Firearm Permit
Current Utility Bill
Current Bank Statement
Paycheck
Government Check

If the voter produces a
valid ID, press
“ID Confirmed” to
continue the
check-in process.

If the first-time voter does not have a valid ID with them, they can vote by
provisional ballot.
The voter then has 6 days to provide a valid ID to the Board of
Elections. If not provided, the ballot will be recommended not to count.

Working with Voters
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Fail-Safe Voting
If a voter moves and does not update their voter registration, they may
vote at their previous polling place one last time, as long as they still
appear in the poll book. These voters will also need to fill out an
Affirmation of Elector.
When to fill out an affirmation:
•

•

•

•

•

Moved within the same voting precinct and failed to
notify the Board of Elections.
Moved within Bucks County from one address to another and failed
to notify the Board of Elections.
Moved from Bucks County to another county and failed to notify
the Board of Elections.
Voter’s registration record indicates an incorrect address
(Call Voter Registration to verify before allowing elector to vote).
Voter is flagged as “Inactive Voter—Aff. Required.”

See next page for instructions on filling out
the Affirmation of Elector.

Working with Voters
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Affirmation of Elector

If a voter has moved, they will fill out Part A and C.
If a voter has not moved, they will fill out Part B and C.
The voter MUST sign Part C
The Judge must sign the bottom.

Working with Voters
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First-Time Assisted Voters
Voters who require assistance and their record is not flagged in the e-poll book can complete
the “Declaration of the Need for Assistance to Vote.”

Voters may receive assistance from anyone except the Judge of Elections, the voter’s
employer, or the voter’s union representative.
•
•

•

Requires a witness’
signature.
Requires the signature of the Judge of
Elections.
Once completed, the
declaration will be
processed to reflect
the voter needs
assistance in the
future.

Once the “Declaration of the Need for
Assistance for Vote” is completed, make
sure to add the voter’s information to
the “Record of Assisted Voters.”
The Judge of Elections must sign the
“Record of Assisted Voters.”
Both of these documents can be placed
in the “K” Envelope.

If the voter uses the ClearAccess ADA machine, they
MUST scan their ballot into the ClearCast scanner.

Working with Voters
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Deceased Notices
•

•

•

Can be used to
cancel the voter
registration of a
deceased
individual.
Requires signature
of a Spouse/
Relative.
Requires the
relationship to the
deceased voter.

Cancellation Notices
•

•

•

Can be used to
cancel a voter’s
registration
record.
Can be filed by an
individual who
wishes to cancel
their registration.
Requires
signature
of the voter.

Working with Voters
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Marriage & Change of Address Affidavit
Voters who change their name or have a change of address within the same voting
precinct can complete the “Marriage & Change of Address Affidavit.”

This Affidavit should only be used for actively– registered voters.
Voters who want to change any other information (i.e. political party) on their
voter record needs to complete a voter registration application.

Be sure that the voter signs the Affidavit with their new
name.
Once this affidavit is completed, add the voter to the “Numbered List of
Voters” and have them sign the poll book. They can then cast their ballot.
Completed affidavits are
placed in the “J” Envelope.
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Fleeing Voters
Fleeing voters are voters who have signed the poll book,
received a ballot and did not successfully cast their ballot
through the scanner.
What to do if the voter hasn’t left the polling place yet:
•

Locate the voter within the polling place.

•

Have the voter return to the scanner and place their ballot through the scanner,
casting their vote.

What to do if the voter has left the polling place:
•

Retrieve the ballot that was left behind.

•

The Judge of Elections will write “SPOILED” on the ballot, and place it in the
Spoiled Ballot Envelope.

•

If the voter is known, place a single line through the voter’s name on the Numbered List of Voters. Reuse the number.

•

Make a notation on the front of your Numbered List of Voters that there was a
fleeing voter. If known, include the voter’s name.

DO NOT insert the ballot into the scanner for the voter!

Working with Voters
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Absentee/Mail-In Voters at the Polls
Completed absentee/mail-in ballots cannot be dropped off at their polling
location!
If a voter decides they would like to vote on a machine BUT they have already
applied for an absentee/mail-in ballot, voters can surrender their ballot and vote
on the machine.
How to Surrender an Absentee/Mail-in Ballot:
• After looking up the voter in the e-pollbook and verifying the voter’s record,
press “Ballot/Envelope Surrendered” button.
• Have the voter complete the “Statement Upon Surrendering Unvoted Absentee/
Mail-In Ballot.”
• Have the voter turn in their ballot AND the envelope with the voter declaration.
• The Judge of Elections can then write spoiled on the remitted ballot and
envelope, and place them in the Spoiled Ballot Envelope.
• The voter can then sign the e-pollbook, receive an election day ballot and move
to the voting area to cast their ballot conventionally.
VOTERS WHO DO NOT SURRENDER THEIR MATERIALS MUST VOTE
PROVISIONALLY

Outer Declaration
Return Envelope for
Absentee/Mail-In Ballot

Working with Voters
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Absentee and Mail-in Listing

The Absentee/Mail-In Ballot Listing is located in your Provisional Bag. This is a listing of
every voter who applied for an absentee or mail-in ballot in your voting district.

•

Ballot Sent—A date in this column indicates that the voter was sent an absentee or mail
-in ballot for the current election. The voter may vote provisionally, or surrender their
absentee/mail-in ballot AND declaration envelope and vote conventionally.

•

Ballot Returned—A date in this column indicates that the voter returned their ballot to
the Board of Elections and it was received. Voter is NOT eligible to vote on the machine,
their vote has been cast.

Working with Voters
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Provisional Ballots
Certain situations may require a voter to cast a provisional ballot.
Most Common Reasons to Issue a Provisional Ballot:
• The voter was issued an absentee/mail-in ballot but did not return to the Board of
Elections and did not surrender their ballot and envelope at the polls.
• PRIMARIES ONLY: There is a discrepancy between the party listed in the voter’s record
and what the voter believes their party is.
Other Reasons to Issue a Provisional Ballot:
• The voter’s name was not in the e-poll book. (e.g. the voter reported to the wrong
precinct*).
• The voter must show ID, but cannot show valid ID.
• An election official challenged the voter’s eligibility.
• The voter is voting as a result of a court order.
• There is a special court order related to the extension of Election Day hours.
• If a voter is not eligible, but insistent on voting at the polling place, they must be allowed
vote provisionally.

*If a voter is registered in another precinct, they should be instructed to vote in that
precinct. If the voter is unwilling or unable to go to the proper polling
place, they may vote by provisional ballot.

PROVISIONAL VOTERS DO NOT SIGN THE POLL BOOK.
Provisional ballots MUST be enclosed in a secrecy envelope.
The provisional declaration MUST be completed.

Pennsylvania counties are prohibited from counting a
provisional ballot cast by a voter registered in
another county.

Working with Voters
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How to Issue a Provisional Ballot

•

•

•

•

•

•

Have the voter complete sections 1 & 2 of the provisional declaration
envelope.
- Complete section 3, if applicable
Give the voter a provisional ballot. If you run out of provisionals, use an
election day ballot and stamp it with the provisional stamp. Avoid stamping
on the dotted lines.
DO NOT SCAN THE COMPLETED BALLOT. Voters MUST place their
completed ballot in the secrecy envelope and seal it. Place the secrecy
envelope into the provisional declaration envelope and seal it.
The Judge of Elections will complete the Reason for Ballot section, then
signs and dates. The Minority Inspector will sign and date.
Place the stickered receipt onto the declaration envelope and give the
remaining portion to the voter.
Completed provisional ballots go into the white
Working with Voters
provisional return envelope.
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Passive Electioneering

Individual voters who appear at the polling place to exercise their right to
vote are permitted to wear clothing, buttons or hats that demonstrate their
support for particular candidates. However, voters who are in the polling
place to vote should not campaign for their chosen candidates, and Judges of
Elections should ask those voters to refrain from doing so while in the polling
place.

Under no circumstances will any poll watcher or election
official be permitted to wear apparel, pins or any other
display favoring a candidate, political party or position on a
referendum.

Working with Voters
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Poll Watchers
“Poll Watchers” are registered voters in Bucks County who have been appointed
by a candidate or political party to observe the voting process at a precinct
polling place.

What They Can Do:

What They Can’t Do:

Keep their own list of voters.

Wear, exhibit, or post political
material while inside the polls.

Challenge the qualifications of
the voter on permitted grounds
(i.e. identity and residency).

Disrupt the poll or the voting
process.

Inspect the numbered list of
voters only when not in use.

Solicit or electioneer votes for any
political party, political body or
candidate.

After close of the polls, watchers
can be in the polling place,
outside of the enclosed space.

Mark/alter the poll book or
numbered list of voters.

Party watchers can be stationed
at any voting district in the
county.

Engage with voters; all questions and
concerns must be directed
towards the Judge of Elections.

Candidate watchers can be at
any voting district where the
candidate is listed on the ballot.

Have more than one watcher for
each candidate/party at one time in
the polling location.

Must provide their credentials
when asked. The Watcher’s
Certificate remains in possession
of watcher.

Take photos of any voters or anything
located inside the polling place.

Working with Voters
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Closing the Polls
Checklist
•

Power down ClearCast Scanners/ClearAccess
machine.
- Cut and sign poll tapes printed from machines.
- Record vote totals on Canvass Sheets.
- Complete “Certificate #2” on Canvass Sheets.
- Transfer totals to Certificate of Votes Cast.
- Seal canvass sheets and poll tapes into
appropriate envelopes.

•

Power down and pack E-Poll Books into the case.

•

Gather and sort completed documents into
appropriate envelopes.

•

Seal USBs into orange pouch.

•

Pack supplies in white supply box for drop-off.

•

Remove any hanging posters in the room.

•

Lock ClearCast/ClearAccess machines and
unvoted ballots into Cage for pick-up.

•

Give completed “Envelope B” to the Minority
Inspector of Elections.

•

Deliver materials to the Bucks County
Administration Building or Lower Bucks
Government Services Center.
See election night supply return checklist for
materials that are to be dropped off.
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CLOSING THE POLLS

STEP ONE:
After 8 PM and the last voter has
cast their ballot, you can close the
polls.

MAKE SURE THAT ALL
BALLOTS HAVE BEEN
SCANNED BEFORE CLOSING
THE POLLS.

STEP TWO:
Tap the ClearCast logo once
in the upper left corner of the
screen. There may be a delay
before printing, please wait.

The “VOTING SUSPENDED”
report tape will print.
Enter the PASSWORD
provided to you in your orange
pouch and tap “SUBMIT”

STEP THREE:
Tap the “CLOSE POLLS” button.

Tap the “OKAY” to confirm that
you want to close the polls. There
may be a delay before printing,
please wait.

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

STEP SIX:

The “POST ELECTION” screen
will appear, and the required
number (4) of polls close tapes
will print automatically.

On the “POST ELECTION”
screen, tap the “PRINT
WRITE-INS” button once.
There may be a delay before
printing, please wait.

After you have finished printing the
reports, tap the “LOGOUT” button in
the lower right corner of the screen.

1. Remove and separate the copies.
2. Sign the polls close tapes.
3. Place a copy in Envelopes: B, C,
and I
4. Hang the final copy at the polls

This report will print images of
each write-in vote cast.
Place a copy in Envelope C
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Tap the “SHUTDOWN” button in
the lower right corner of the following
screen. The ClearCast machine will
turn off automatically. Tap “OKAY”
to confirm.
MAKE SURE MACHINE IS
OFF BEFORE PROCEEDING!

STEP SEVEN:

STEP EIGHT:

STEP NINE:

Cut zip ties to remove the ballot
bag. Detach the bag from the
scanner.

The Judge will use the ClearCast
key, provided in the orange pouch,
to unlock and open the side door
on the right side of the scanner.
Remove and secure both USB
drives, located in the printer
compartment on the right side of
the printer.
DO NOT REMOVE USB
WHILE MACHINE IS ON

Close and re-lock the printer cover
door. Store the key and the USBs in
the small orange bag to be returned to
the office by the Judge of Elections.
Lower the touch screen on the
ClearCast scanner.

Zip, close and seal the ballot path
opening with a new red CLOSE
POLLS seal.
Place both USB drives in small
orange pouch to be returned to
the office by the Judge of
Election.

Unplug the scanner from the power
outlet or extension cord.

STEP TEN:
Return the ClearCast scanner to
the carrying case, zip and return to
cage.

Return the machine tapes and
USB’s to the Election Office with
other required supplies.

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING CLOSING POLLS CALL 267-880-5300
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CLOSING THE POLLS

STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

STEP THREE:
Tap the “CLOSE POLLS” button.

After the close of polls, begin
the poll closing process on the
ClearAccess.

Tap the “Select Roll” pulldown to
select Poll Worker and enter the
password provided to you in the
orange pouch.

BEFORE SHUTTING DOWN
MAKE SURE THAT ALL
BALLOTS HAVE BEEN
SCANNED.

Tap the “OK” to confirm that you
want to close the polls.

Tap “OK” to continue the poll
closing process.

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

STEP SIX:

Tap “BALLOT REPORTS” and
tap “PRINT” to print the ballot
reconciliation report & place in the
C envelope.

Tap “SHUTDOWN” on the
ClearAccess touchscreen.

Unplug the touchscreen and printer
power cords from the power source.

Tap “CLOSE”.

Tap “OK” to complete the poll
closing process.
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Disconnect the printer cable from the
printer.

STEP SEVEN:

STEP EIGHT:

Remove the paper from the printer
tray.

The ClearAccess hardware will be
packed and locked in the cage to
be picked up by County personnel.
Remember to return printer to the
bottom of the carry case first
before returning the touchscreen.

If necessary close the tray extender
by pressing and pushing the blue
tab on the tray
Return the tray to the printer.
Power off the printer.

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING CLOSING POLLS CALL 267-880-5300
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Closing the Polls
Completing Certificate #2
Once the poll tapes are printed:
• Assign an individual to be a “reader” and others to act as “writers.”
- Reader: call out vote totals from Totals Report.
- Writers: record all vote totals on the canvass sheets.
• Three canvass sheets must be completed, a fourth may be completed and
hung at your polling place.
• Reader calls out the following:
- Protective Counter Number: Lifetime votes cast on a ClearBallot Scanner.
- Similar to your car’s odometer
- Public Counter Number: Total number of votes cast on Election Day.
- Similar to your car’s trip meter
Repeat this process for each machine tape.
Election officials will sign the bottom once Certificate #2 is completed.

Closing the Polls
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Closing the Polls Part 2
Tallying Vote Totals
•

Reader calls out vote totals for each candidate.

•

Writers will transfer vote totals onto canvass sheets in INK ONLY.

•

Repeat this process for each machine tape.

•

Combine the vote totals for each candidate from all machines.

Closing the Polls
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Canvassing Write-In Votes
•

•

•

•

•

Collect the write-in reports from your
ClearBallot Scanners.
The reader will announce each write-in vote
on each tape.
The writers should record the Office, Party
(during Primaries), Write-In Candidate’s
Name, and the Number of Votes.
If a name appears multiple times and is
spelled exactly the same, record the name
once and tally how many times it appears
that way. Add that number to the “Number
of Votes” next to that name.
Place the write-in tapes into the “C”
Envelope with one canvass sheet.

Make sure to record
variations of a
candidate’s name as
separate entries!

Closing the Polls
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Certificate of Votes Cast

•

Fill in the Certificate of Votes Cast after the canvass sheets are
completed.

•

Transfer the machine totals from the canvass sheet.

•

Record the number of provisional ballots cast.
- DO NOT canvass the provisional ballots at the polls!

•

Record the number of surrendered and spoiled ballots.

•

All present election officials will sign the bottom when the form is
completed.

Closing the Polls
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Envelope Contents
Quick Reference
Document

First Envelope Final Envelope

Affidavit of Voter Identification
Cancellation Notices- Completed
Certificated of Votes Cast
Deceased/Cancellation Notices- Completed
Voter Registration Applications- Completed
Numbered List of Voters (1 of 2)
Election Officers' Oaths (1 of 2)
Challenge and Bribery Affidavits
Change of Address
Marriage Affidavits

Envelope A

Envelope E
Envelope G

Envelope A

Envelope J

Declaration Of Need for Assistance to Vote Record
Record of Assisted Voters
Pay Voucher (2 of 2)
Results Tape from Each Machine (3 of 3)
Statement Of Canvas (3 of 3)
Numbered List of Voters (2 of 2)
Election Officers' Oaths (2 of 2)
Ballot Reconciliation Report- From Clear Access-ADA
Open Polls Tape with Zero Count- From Clear CastScanner
Polling Place Report- From Clear Access-ADA
Results Tape from Each Machine *Signed (1 of 3)From Clear Cast-Scanner
Statement Of Canvas (1 of 3)- Return Sheet
Write-In Tape- From Clear Cast-Scanner
Pay Voucher (1 of 2)
Results Tape from Each Machine (2 of 3)- From

Envelope K

Envelope B
Envelope F
Envelope H

Envelope B
(Minority
Inspector)

Envelope C

Envelope D
Envelope D
Envelope I

Statement Of Canvas (2 of 3)- Return Sheet
Surrendered Ballots
Spoiled Paper Ballots

Spoiled Ballot
Envelope

Closing the Polls
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Envelope A Contents

A Envelope
•
•
•
•
•

Affidavit of Voter Identification
Cancellation Notices- Completed
Certificated of Votes Cast
Deceased Notices- Completed
Voter Registration ApplicationsCompleted






E Envelope
•

Numbered List of Voters (1 of 2)

G Envelope
•

J Envelope
•
•

Marriage Affidavits and Change of
Address- Completed
Challenge And Bribery AffidavitsCompleted

Envelope E
Envelope G
Envelope J
Envelope K

Election Officers' Oaths (1 of 2)

K Envelope
•
•

Declaration Of Need for Assistance
to Vote
Record of Assisted Voters

Closing the Polls
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Envelope B Contents

B Envelope
•
•
•

Pay Voucher (2 of 2)
Results Tape from Each Machine
(3 of 3)
Statement Of Canvas (3 of 3)




F Envelope
•

Numbered List of Voters (2 of 2)

Envelope F
Envelope H

H Envelope
•

Election Officers' Oaths (2 of 2)

The “B” Envelope is to be given to
the MINORITY INSPECTOR to keep
for one year.
Closing the Polls
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Envelope D Contents

D Envelope

•

Pay Voucher (1 of 2)




C Envelope
•
•
•
•
•

Ballot Reconciliation Report
Open Polls Tape with Zero Count
Polling Place Report
Results Tape from Each Machine
*Signed (1 of 3)
Statement Of Canvas (1 of 3)

I Envelope
•

•

Spoiled Ballot Envelope
•
•

Surrendered Ballots
Spoiled Paper Ballots

Envelope C
Envelope I
Spoiled Ballot Envelope

Results Tape from Each Voting
Machine
(From Clear Cast-Scanner) (2 of 3)
Statement Of Canvass
(Return Sheet) (2 of 3)

Affirmation of Electors
•

Affirmation of Electors– Signed

Closing the Polls
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1 – STATEMENT OF CANVAS
(Return Sheet)

POLLING PLACE REPORT
(From Clear Access – ADA)
Open Polls

OPEN POLLS TAPE
WITH ZERO COUNT
(From Clear Cast –
Scanner)

BALLOT RECONCILIATION REPORT
(From Clear Access – ADA)
Closing Polls

SIGNED COPY OF
RESULTS TAPE (From
Clear Cast – Scanner)

WRITE-IN TAPE (From
Clear Cast – Scanner)

Closing the Polls
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Election Night
Supply Return Checklist

Orange Bag containing
four (4) USBs (2 from
each scanner)
2 Black Ballot Bags with
Voted Ballots
(Red Emergency Bag
ONLY IF IT WAS USED!)
D Envelope containing
I Envelope
C Envelope
Pay Sheet

E-Poll Books

Spoiled Ballot Envelope

Green and White
Provisional Return
Envelope with ALL Voted
Provisional Ballots

White Supply Box

Closing the Polls
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Board Of Elections & Voter Registration
55 E. Court St. Doylestown, PA 18901
Bedminster Township
Bridgeton Township
Buckingham Township
Chalfont Borough
Doylestown Borough
Doylestown Township
Dublin Borough
Durham Township
East Rockhill Township
Haycock Township
Hilltown Township
Ivyland Borough
Milford Township

New Britain Borough
New Britain Township
New Hope Borough
Newtown Borough
Newtown Township
Nockamixon Township
Northampton Township
Perkasie Borough
Plumstead Township
Quakertown Borough
Richland Township
Richlandtown Borough
Riegelsville Borough
Sellersville Borough
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Silverdale Borough
Solebury Township
Springfield Township
Telford Borough
Tinicum Township
Trumbauersville Borough
Upper Makefield Township
Upper Southampton Township
Warminster Township
Warrington Township
Warwick Township
West Rockhill Township
Wrightstown Township

Bucks County Election Official Manual
Lower Bucks Gov. Service Center
7321 New Falls Rd.
Levittown PA 19055
Bensalem Township
Bristol Borough
Bristol Township
Falls Township
Hulmeville Borough
Langhorne Borough
Langhorne Manor Borough
Lower Makefield Township
Lower Southampton Township
Middletown Township
Morrisville Borough
Penndel Borough
Tullytown Borough
Yardley Borough

If you are dropping off at Doylestown
instead, or will be later than 10:30PM,
please call our office to let us know.
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Voting Machine FAQs
1.

Q. Where can I find the district label on the voting machines?
A. The label is located on the back of the ballot marking device, front of the printer and top left
side of the scanner when the machine is facing you. This label should be checked prior to opening
polls on Election Day to ensure the correct machines are at the polling place.

2.

Q. What are the colors of the seals and where do they belong?
A. BLUE—Machine case will be sealed with a blue seal.
WHITE—Open polls seal. Place on zippers on top of ballot bag when opening polls.
RED—Close polls seal. Place on back of ballot bag zippers after closing the polls.
YELLOW— Machines will be sealed with a yellow seal at the end of the night before being
locked in the cage.
Please don’t forget to record your seal numbers on your canvass sheets.

3.

Q. What if there is only one electrical outlet at the polling place?
A. Two three prong extension cords will be provided with the machines.

4.

Q. When should the election board open the machines and start the Open Polls procedure?
A. Election Board should arrive at the polling location between 6:00AM and 6:15AM. Machines
can be prepared at that time, but the first voter should not vote until 7:00AM.

5.

Q. Is each election board member required to sign his/her name during the Open Polls
procedure?
A. Yes, once he/she has witnessed the Zero tape has been printed.

6.

Q. What if there is a power failure at the polling location?
A. The machine will automatically switch to battery power. The battery symbol on the face of the
scanner indicates battery life.
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Voting Machine FAQs
7.

Q. How long will the machine operate on battery power?
A. 4 hours of continuous use. The red emergency bag may be used if power is out for an extended
period of time.

8.

Q. How does the voter select a candidate or answer a question?
A. Fill in the oval next to the candidate or response of choice.

9.

Q. If the voter submits their ballot before he or she completes all of their selections, can they go
back and finish?
A. No. Once the ballot has been scanned, the ballot is cast and the voter may not make any
additional selections or changes.

10.

Q. Do voters have to vote for every candidate or answer every question on the ballot?
A. No. A voter may vote for only those candidates and/or questions they desire. However, if no
candidates are selected, the machine will ask the voter if they mean to cast a blank ballot.

11.

Q. How does a voter cast a write-in?
A. There is a place for a write-in provided for each office. To cast a write-in, fill in the oval next to
the blank write-in line. Write or stamp the desired candidate on the blank line.

12.

Q. How does a voter cast their ballot?
A. Insert the voted ballot, in any direction, into the ballot scanner. The scanner will grab the
ballot. Wait for the “thank you for voting” screen to know that your ballot has been recorded.

13.

Q. What is in the orange pouch?
A. The key to open the scanner compartment that houses the USB’s, the passwords for the
machines, and a key for the cage that holds the voting machines.
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Voting Machine FAQs
14.

Q. How does a visually impaired person vote on the machine?
A. The voter may use the ADA keypad and headphones attached to the ClearAccess Ballot
Marking Device.

15.

Q. How many paper tapes with machine totals will print at the end of the night?
A. Three (3).

16.

Q. How are the three tapes allocated?
A. Original tapes with zero count and election official signatures go into Envelope C. Extra Copy 1
will be placed in Envelope I. Extra Copy 2 will be placed in Envelope B.

17.

Q. Is each election board member required to sign their name during the Close Polls procedure?

A. Yes. Any election board members present should sign at the bottom of the tapes.

18.

Q. What is to be done with the USB’s removed from the scanner?
A. Both USB’s should be removed from EACH scanner. You should have removed four. Place the
USB’s into the orange pouch and return to the Board of Elections with your other supplies.

19.

Q. Is it necessary to open all machines and return all USB’s?
A. All machines must be opened and set up. All USB’s must be returned.
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Other FAQs
1.

Q. How is the position of Majority Inspector and Minority Inspector determined?
A. The positions can be elected for a term of four years. The office Inspector of Elections is on the
ballot as a vote for one. The highest vote getter shall be the Majority Inspector and the person
receiving the second highest vote count shall be the Minority Inspector. Party affiliation does not
determine position.

2.

Q. How do I know if the voting machines have been delivered to the polling place to check their
numbers?
A. Call the polling place to inquire. If you have difficulties, please call us at 215-345-3970.

3.

Q. May I open the voting machines the day before the election?
A. NO. The Pennsylvania Election Code prohibits preparing the machines early.

4.

Q. May we use one machine for Republican voters and one machine for Democrat voters?
A. No. Voters become very upset when they are inconvenienced if they have to wait in line when
it is obvious that another machine is not being used.

5.

Q. Who assigns the duties of the election board?
A. The Judge of Elections designates who will be assigned to the various duties.

6.

Q. If the Constable does not show, may we select someone to work as a Constable?
A. No. The Election Day Constable must be selected by the duly elected Constable and then
appointed through the Court of Common Pleas.
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Other FAQs
7.

Q. How far away must campaign workers stand from the polling room, and where may they
place posters and other election related material?
A. Campaign workers must stand at least 10 feet away from the entrance to the polling room.
Posters and other election related material must also be 10 feet away. Certain polling places may
ask workers not to place posters where it may result in damage to their property.

8.

Q. Must I allow a child to accompany an adult into the voting area?
A. Yes, an elector may permit a minor child (less than 18 years of age) to accompany them into
the voting area.

9.

Q. Must we announce the voter’s name?
A. Yes, so that it may be heard by all of the members of the election board and by all of the
watchers present in the polling place.

10

Q. If a watcher requests to look at the Numbered List of Voters, are we required to show it to
them?
A. Yes, a watcher is permitted to look at the Numbered List of Voters when you are not busy.
However, they cannot hinder the election process.

11.

Q. Who may assist a voter who is entitled to receive assistance?
A. The voter may select a person of their choice. The only individuals that may not offer
assistance are the Judge of Elections, the voter’s employer, or a representative of the voter’s
Union.

12.

Q. What is the timeframe for fail-safe voting?
A. There are no restrictions. It does not matter if it was 6 months ago, or 6 years ago. However,
they must complete the Affirmation of Elector before voting.
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MEET THE
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1

POLL PAD

2

STAND ARM

3

STAND BASE

7
6
5
4

STYLUS

CLEANING CLOTH

POWER CORD

POWER CUBE
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OPENING PROCEDURES |
POLL PAD SETUP

1

LOCATE THE POLL PAD
Remove the Poll Pad, stand arm, and stand base
from the transport case.

2

ATTACH THE STAND ARM
A Press the buttons on the side of the arm.
B Place into the circular opening in the Poll Pad

shell. Release the buttons and rotate the arm
until it clicks.

3

CONNECT ARM TO BASE
Place the stand arm into the Poll Pad base.
Once attached, rotate the Poll Pad making sure
the home button is on the right and oriented in
a landscape position.
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OPENING PROCEDURES |
SOFTWARE SETUP / MULTI-PEER ICONS

LAUNCH THE APPLICATION
Press the application icon at the bottom of the screen.
When the application launches you will be directed to your
county’s homepage.

HOME SCREEN CHECKLIST
Name of jurisdiction
Election name and date
IMPORTANT: Verify polling place is correct
Check-in Count = 0
Battery life is close to full (90% or greater)

MULTI-PEER ICONS
Poll Pad is currently connected and synchronizing
with the other precinct Poll Pads.

2

The number inside the blue circle indicates the
number of precinct units the Poll Pad is connected to.
Poll Pad recognizes the presence of other
precinct Poll Pads but is not connected or
synchronizing with these units.
Poll Pad is currently disconnected and not
synchronizing with the other precinct Poll Pads.
Contact your Election Authority.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
SEARCH BY MANUAL ENTRY

1

VOTER LOOKUP SCREEN
Once you select GET STARTED you will have the ability
to search each voter. This screen will also appear after
each processed voter.

2
AAR

Search voters by using their last and first name. Use
the on-screen keyboard to enter the first three (3)
letters of the voter's last and first name, and then press
SEARCH.

DAR

3
AAR

ENTER VOTER'S NAME

SELECT VOTER'S RECORD
Records matching the search criteria display on
screen. Locate the voter's record and verify it does
not contain any exceptions, then select the voter by
touching his or her record.

DAR

NOTE: Search results will show both in-precinct and
out-of-precinct voters. Out-of-princinct voters will
display in gray with an indicator that reads "wrong
location".
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
SEARCH BY MANUAL ENTRY

(CONTINUED)

4

VERIFY VOTER INFORMATION
Screen displays the voter's information.
Verify information. If all is correct, press ACCEPT.

5

VOTER SIGNATURE
Rotate the screen to capture the voter signature. Once
complete, rotate back and press DONE SIGNING.

6

POLL WORKER CONFIRMATION
Poll worker confirmation page will appear. Poll worker
to verify and confirm all information is correct. If correct,
initial in the box and press SUBMIT.
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Great job! You
have successfully
processed a voter.
Voter can now be
given their paper
ballot and be directed
to the voting area.

PROCESSING VOTERS |
CONFIRM ID

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROMPT
ID Required Voters will have a prompt associated
with their status. Read the prompt in its entirety
before you proceed. Follow the appropriate
procedures provided by your election office for an ID
Required Voter.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
INACTIVE VOTER

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROMPT
Inactive Voters will have a prompt associated with
their status. Read the prompt in its entirety before
you proceed. Follow the appropriate procedures
provided by your election office for an Inactive Voter.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
ABSENTEE / MAIL BALLOT SENT

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROMPT
Absentee/Mail Ballot Sent Voters will have a prompt
associated with their status. Read the prompt in its
entirety before you proceed. Follow the appropriate
procedures provided by your election office for an
Absentee/Mail Ballot Sent Voter.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
ABSENTEE / MAIL BALLOT RECEIVED

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROMPT
Absentee/Mail Ballot Received Voters will have
a prompt associated with their status. Read the
prompt in its entirety before you proceed. Follow the
appropriate procedures provided by your
election office for an Absentee/Mail Ballot Received
Voter.

3

FOLLOW PROMPT
If you select Process Provisionally, you will see the
voter is flagged with a provisional banner. Proceed to
process the voter as a Provisional Voter.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
ASSISTANCE REQUIRED

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROCEDURES
Follow the appropriate procedures provided by your
election office for an Assistance Required Voter.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
WRONG LOCATION

1

LOOK UP VOTER
Look up the voter’s record by searching the first
three (3) letters of the voter’s first and last name.
Every record matching the search criteria displays on
screen. Select the voter.

2

FOLLOW PROMPT
Those voters who are in the wrong location will have
a prompt associated with their status. Read the
prompt in it's entirety before you proceed.
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PROCESSING VOTERS |
ADVANCED OPTIONS / NOT FOUND

1

VOTER NOT FOUND
If the voter cannot be found a pop-up displays:
No Records Found.
Press OK to go back to Voter Lookup.

2

ADVANCED SEARCH
Once back on the voter lookup screen, press
ADVANCED OPTIONS, and reset your search
criteria.
NOTE: Clear name fields by pressing X in first and
last name boxes before searching.

3

SEARCH BY
Look up voter by using DOB (Date of Birth), Address,
license number, etc. Press DONE on the keyboard
then press SEARCH.
If voter is found using Advanced Options, follow
normal check-in procedure to process voter.
If voter still cannot be found, call the Election Office to
confirm.
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CLOSING PROCEDURES |
SECURE HARDWARE

1

TAKE STAND APART
Remove the arm from the base by lifting up.
Remove the arm from the back of the Poll Pad
by pressing the tabs on the arm and gently
pulling away from the Poll Pad.

2

POWER OFF POLL PAD
Turn off Poll Pad by holding the power button
and the home button simultaneously until the
screen goes black.
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CLOSING PROCEDURES |
SECURE HARDWARE

(CONTINUED)

3

PACK POLL PAD CASE
Make sure all supplies are placed
in the green case.
Poll Pad
Stand Arm
Stand Base
Power Cube
Power Cord
Stylus (x2)
Cleaning Cloth

4

RETURN SUPPLIES
Return Poll Pad case to the Election's
office on election night, along with
other supplies.
NOTE: To ensure accuracy, remember
to place the Poll Pad supplies in the
appropriate caes/tote.
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TROUBLESHOOTING |
SOFTWARE UPDATE / CHARGING

IOS SOFTWARE UPDATE
DO NOT perform a software update on the Poll Pad. In
the unlikely event that an iOS update prompt displays on
the device, select LATER on the list of options.

CHARGING POLL PAD
❶ Plug USB end of power cable into power cube.
❷ Plug power cube into an AC wall outlet.
❸ Plug power cable into Lightning Connector on Poll Pad.
❹ Wait about five minutes for the Poll Pad to charge.
❺ Once there is sufficient power, Poll Pad will auto power on.
❻ Resume normal operations.
NOTE: To confirm your unit is charging, verify battery icon
is green and lightning bolt is displayed.
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TROUBLESHOOTING |
PEER TO PEER CONNECTION

PEER TO PEER CONNECTIVITY
TROUBLESHOOTING
Peer to Peer connectivity uses the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
radios in the Poll Pad to enable real time check in data
between local Poll Pads. Poll Pads must be no further
than 25 feet away from all other Poll Pads in the location
in order to communicate with Peer to Peer.
Verify that the Poll Pads are arranged so that all Poll Pads
are within 25 feet.

2

Verify the Peer to Peer icon is green with the number of Poll
Pads it is connected to. (Example if there are 3 Poll Pads,
each pad should have a 2 meaning each Poll Pad is talking
to 2 other Poll Pads)
If the icon is not showing the proper number:
❶ Tap on the Peer to Peer icon on each Poll Pad one at a
time and tap Stop Syncing
❷ After you have completed the previous step on all Poll
Pads, tap on the Peer to Peer icon on each Poll Pad one
at a time and tap Start Syncing
❸ If the Peer to Peer connection is still not working hard
reset each Poll Pad at the location (see steps below)

HARD RESETING POLL PAD
If the Poll Pad is unresponsive perform the following
steps:
❶ Press and hold the Home Button and the Sleep/Wake
button on the Poll Pad until you see the Apple Logo
❷ Release the two buttons
❸ Launch the Poll Pad app
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter has applied for an absentee/mail-in ballot and the county has
received it. The voter cannot vote on the machine.

If the voter insists on voting at the polling place, select the voter and
follow the “Process Provisionally” prompt.

E-Poll Book Guide
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter has applied for an absentee/mail-in ballot, but did not yet
return it to the Board of Elections.

The voter can surrender their ballot and declaration envelope to be
spoiled and vote on the machine, or vote provisionally.

E-Poll Book Guide
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Bucks County Election Official Manual

Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter is voting for the first time, or the first time in the precinct. This
voter is required to show identification to vote on the machine.

If the voter shows ID, press “ID Confirmed” and process the voter as usual.
If the voter does not have ID, select “Unable to Confirm ID” and process
the voter provisionally.

E-Poll Book Guide
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter is inactive. Their address was unable to be confirmed or they
have not voted in two federal elections.

Give the voter an Affirmation of Elector form to fill out. This form must be
completed prior to voting. If the voter will not fill out the form, process
the voter provisionally.

E-Poll Book Guide
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter has successfully signed into the poll book and received a ballot.

If the voter has placed their ballot through the scanner, they are done.
They have cast their ballot. Select “Close”.
If the voter made a mistake on their ballot but DID NOT place it through
the scanner, select the voter and select “Spoiled Ballot”.

Continued on next page
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
After selecting “Spoil Ballot”, enter the password provided in your orange
pouch.

Select the ballot and then select “Spoil Ballot”. Issue the voter another
ballot. In a primary, you will also need to select the party of the spoiled
ballot.

E-Poll Book Guide
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Electronic Poll Book Prompts
This voter showed up to the incorrect polling place. These voters will show
up in your poll pad, but will have a gray tint and a “Wrong Location” flag.

THESE VOTERS DO NOT VOTE ON YOUR MACHINES!

These voters should go to their own voting district. Select the voter to
display their correct location. If the voter insists on voting there, process
the voter provisionally.
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